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Straight out of Oakland, California ( home of famous rapper Too $hort)comes the most diverse and

energtic album in years. Hypnotizingly entertaining; Tha Junglebook has a song for anyone who likes hip-

hip music. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap Details: Growing up

in a musical household most likely was the force the pushed Larrie Jr and Elliott Noble (Better known as

Ray Ryda and El Nenyo of Tha Dirty Mack'N Boyz) towards the music industry. Whatever the reason,

these 21 and 18 year old brothers have been entertaining their whole lives. At very young ages the two

were involved in numerous stage plays and school productions. Being born to a jazz guitarist father; a

gospel-singing mother, the two always had a bond with music and the stage. The boys were 7 and 4

when they first rapped in front a over 500 people for a Christmas celebration in their Oakland, California

neighborhood.From then on, both boys fell in love with rapping and the power that being on stage and in

the spotlight brought. Over the years both young men began developing their individual talents for

rapping. It wasn't until the younger of the two, El Nenyo graduated from middle school that the formed the

group we now know as the Dirty Mack'N Boyz (D.M.B). Both Ray and El made names for themselves in

high school with live performances in the hallways and school cafeterias. Doing that helped created a

buzz about the brothers throughout their native city of 1/2 million people. With Ray graduated from high

school and El in his last year the two began recording their album. Due to lack of money they began

recording the C.D by booking two hours in the studio at a time. Early on in the process of making the

album their God- brother Damon"Trackz"Hurts came aboard the team as partner and financial backer.

This union formed Railroad/DirtyMack'N Entertainment. Due to the high volume of snippet samplers of the

album that have been passed out, the C.D have been highly anticipated in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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Tha Dirty Mack' N Boyz were born for show biz. Know they plan to prove it.
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